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Introduction
This Customer Engagement Strategy builds on the success of what has already been achieved but focuses on how we will
go further to transform how we do things at BCHG.
The purpose of this strategy is to set out our plan to enable customer voice to influence, impact and improve the way we do things and we
build strong trust and transparency. It is driven by our core values of integrity, quality, respect and positivity and links into our mission and
strategic objectives. It is our belief that customer voice is part of what we do and not done because the law and regulation required this.

Developing the Strategy
BCHG Board committed the organisation to become an Early Adopter of the National Housing Federation ‘Together with Tenants’ plan and
charter, this gave opportunity to review our relationship with BCHG customers and learn how we can change the culture to make customer
voice central to decision making.
To be true to this commitment we have been listening to our customer views through focus groups, surveys, and complaints to formulate this
strategy, sought external challenge from a critical friend and listened to the colleague voice. Through this we learned:
•
•
•

We have incredibly positive relationships with our customers but when we get it wrong the key theme is about communication.
Trust and Transparency are important to our customers especially about our investment plans and community-based activities.
New ways of engagement through digital are as important as traditional meetings and newsletters.

The strategy underpins all that we do at BCHG but especially aligns with and supports our Equality, Diversity and Inclusion Strategy and
shares some targets with that to increase inclusion across BCHG activities.

Vision
Our vision is to hear the customer voice through a wide choice of engagement mechanisms with the outcome of achieving trust and
transparency.
Everything we do is linked to our core mission which is “A Social Business Investing in People and Communities” and linked to our values. In
relation to this strategy we turn these values into behaviours as below:

INTEGRITY being honest, transparent, and sincere

QUALITY

giving data and information that makes sense

POSITIVITY working together so together we work out

RESPECT

in the way we treat people
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Where Are We Now?
Through our current customer engagement activity:
9 We have positive satisfaction with our services at 89%. We know that the road to higher performance gets more difficult the better you do, and this strategy aims to
target small improvements that will make a big difference.
9 We have panel-based feedback through our Scrutiny Panel, Maintenance Partnership Board and Digital Panels. The Customer Scrutiny Panel has been relaunched in
2021 with a new Terms of Reference.
9 We have independent customer feedback mechanisms through our partnership with IFF Voluntas and have just launched a “Trip Advisor” style live feedback
platform on our website.
9 We have a relaunched our Complaints Policy and Procedure that aligns with the requirements of the Housing Ombudsman.
9 We completed targeted focus group research on the opinions of our customers including the overall strategic plan, and strategies for Equality and Diversity,
Environmental Management and Customer Engagement.
9 We are an early adopter of the NHF’s “Together with Tenants” approach.

Strategic Context
The Social Housing White Paper, Building a Safer Future Legislation and a revised Code of Governance and Regulatory Regime are being introduced to give stronger
voice to customers, greater oversight to regulator and tougher enforcement when
things go wrong.
The timetable for the introduction of legislation and implementation is to be
decided, yet as an Early Adopter of Together with Tenants we have embraced the
spirit of what is proposed and will continue to adapt in these changing times. We
will strengthen our Customer Scrutiny so that they can hold us to account and
work towards co-designing services that meet the needs of our customers.
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Delivery of Strategy
We will deliver this strategy following four principles:

CUSTOMER VOICE

CUSTOMER GOVERNANCE

CUSTOMER SCRUTINY

CUSTOMER FEEDBACK

“The customer voice is a diverse set
of views that collate into an overall
customer led perspective of BCHG”.

“It is the responsibility of BCHG’s Board
to ensure that the customer voice is
heard on all decisions that directly
impact on residents. No voice, no
approval.”

“Scrutiny is about BCHG Board
being accountable for performance
and allowing residents to challenge
and influence to seek long term
improvement.”

“Engagement is not just about
listening; it is about making sure the
customer knows they have been heard
and their views considered.”

Definition

Decision Making

Challenge
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How this works in practice is simplified in BCHG’s Customer Voice Map:

“The customer voice is a diverse set of views that collate into an overall customer led perspective of BCHG”
Traditional
Partnership Board, Digital, focus groups, scheme
meetings

Feedback
Satisfaction, complaints, focus groups, Portal
feedback

Insight
How are customer using services and what are
EDI impacts

"It is the responsibility of BCHG's Board to ensure that the customer voice is heard on all decisions that
directly impact on residents"
Strategic Plan

Core Strategies

Budgets and Investment

Customer Facing Policies

“Scrutiny is about BCHG Board being accountable for performance and allowing residents to challenge
and influence to seek long term improvement”
Tenants Annual Report

Board engagement with interested customers

Customer led polciy and strategy reviews

“Engagement is not just about listening, it is about making sure the customer knows they have been heard
and their views considered”
Tenants Annual Report

Feedback to interested groups and
panels

Website transparency about our
activities
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Our Approach
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

We want our customers to be confident we will think and act different based on what they tell us by achieving 100% influence on customer facing policies.
We will co-design services to remove the things that customers do not value.
We will make customer voice part of staff learning and development.
We will continue to use technology to widen representation, whilst making sure we remain inclusive.
We want to achieve transparency by giving all customers access to performance data.
We want our new customers joining the BCHG conversation and engaging with us.
We will offer a menu of opportunities for who people can become involved with BCHG.

The menu will involve:
Formal Engagement
We will support formal structured meetings and train individuals so they can fully participate. These will include Customer Scrutiny Panel, Partnership Board, Local
Scheme Meetings, Digital Panels and Focus Groups
Informal Engagement
Our approach is to continue to engage customers through informal forums made up of a pool of customers who have time constraints.
We will ensure that customer voice through our informal forums link into more
formal governance structures.
Locally we will aim to co-design local services through neighbourhood plans and
encourage estate walkabouts.
We will aim to make information available and accessible through our Portal and
website, and newsletter.
Customer Insight
Insight is the collective voice and behaviour of our customers and will include
satisfaction monitoring, complaints, and usage of services.
We will never adopt an approach that BCHG knows best and will default to the
belief that the customer perception is reality and should be acted upon.
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Monitoring and
Review
The Customer Engagement Strategy is designed to be in place for three years while being flexible to reflect changes in the external environment and ongoing resident
feedback.
BCHG Board will receive an annual report on the outcomes of this strategy and report to residents on its outcomes each year as part of its Annual Report.
The action plan linked to this strategy will be reviewed annually by BCHG customers and colleagues and again agreed by BCHG Board and published to customers.
BCHG’s KPI suite will include indicators for Customer Satisfaction overall as well as satisfaction that the customer voice is being heard and acted upon.
Key performance indicators and targets for BCHG are:

OVERALL SATISFACTION WITH BCHG
AS LANDLORD

91%

SATISFACTION WITH COMPLAINTS
PROCESS

90%

SATISFACTION THAT CUSTOMERS CAN
BECOME INVOLVED IF THEY WANT TO

NET PROMOTOR SCORE FOR BCHG

70%

61%

VFM AT BCHG

VFM FOR SERVICE CHARGES

85%

80%
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Appendix: Action Plan
These actions support the vision in the Customer Engagement Strategy and the delivery of our Strategic Plan objectives:
9
9
9
9
9
9

Hearing the Customer Voice
Housing and Care Services, we are Proud of
Shaping Society through Communities
Investing in Homes and People
Great Days at Work
Learning, Changing, Improving

CUSTOMER VOICE
“The customer voice is a diverse set of views that collate into an overall customer led perspective of BCHG”
Target

Action

Measure of Success

Review customer metrics and analyse data to identify Report to BCHG Board and Scrutiny Panel
inequality
Create a wide representation on panels to reflect our
local communities

Involved tenants through this strategy are
proportionate to BCHGs overall customer base

Creating diverse platforms to capture customer voice

Annual Report to BCHG Board and Scrutiny Panel

Offer training and build capacity of customers to get
involved

100% of involved customers receive a tailored
training package commensurate with their level of
involvement with BCHG

Promote views from areas we have little feedback

Analyse service activity by geography, diversity, and
service type to understand feedback mechanisms

EDI report

Ensure that all residents have an option to become
involved

Refresh the BCHG menu of options to be involved

70% of customers satisfied that they could become
involved with BCHG if they want to

Ensure the voice is heard from all residents
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CUSTOMER GOVERNANCE – DECISION MAKING
“It is the responsibility of BCHG’s Board to ensure that the customer voice is heard on all decisions that directly impact on residents. No voice, no
approval”
Target

Action

Measure of Success

BCHG Understands the impact of its actions on its
diverse customer

Review and carry out Equality Impact Assessments on EIA for all service and policy reviews
core Customer related policies.

BCHG hears the customer voice in areas that matter

BCHG KPI Satisfaction suite created by customers

KPI Suite in place

BCHG setting the right culture

Annual Complaints report to BCHG Board

90% satisfaction from Customers on how we manage
complaints

BCHG Board hears the customer voice in all decisions
it makes that directly impact on customers

All Customer Facing Policies and Strategies reflect the 100% compliance
customer voice before being approved

Emerging trends in Customer Voice and governance
are kept under review

Watching brief on Building a Safer Future Regulatory
Code Social Housing White Paper

Involved Customers supported to attend events and
influence national agenda as well as BCHG response

CUSTOMER SCRUTINY – CHALLENGE
“Scrutiny is about BCHG Board being accountable for performance and allowing residents to challenge and influence to seek long term
improvement”
Target

Action

Measure of Success

Ensure services continue to improve

Scrutiny Panel review at least one service per year

Report to BCHG Board on outcomes of review

Local service delivery reflects customer priorities

Neighbourhood plans involve customers in shaping
improvements

At least six neighbourhood plans with investment
reflecting local priorities
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Value for money is achieved in service delivery

Assess whether customers think we deliver VFM

Satisfaction with rent as VFM – 85%
Satisfaction with service charges as VFM – 80%

BCHG is open and transparent about its investment
priorities

Service charge meetings with customers annually at
all schemes over 20 units
Stock investment plans for each home published
within portal environment

Service standards influenced by residents

Asset Management Strategy published and available
to all

CUSTOMER FEEDBACK
“Engagement is not just about listening; it is about making sure the customer knows they have been heard and their views considered”
Target

Action

Measure of Success

BCHG has the mechanisms in place to respond to
customer voice in the way that is appropriate to
individual or group need

Understand the preferred method of communication
for all customers

90% Customer Audit completed

BCHGs responds to customers on our activities
because of their voice being heard

Annual report published in co-production with
customers

Publish ‘You Said, We Did’ to demonstrate impact of
hearing the customer voice.

We will continue to use our Customer Portal to be
transparent about what customer think about BCHG
and respond to their concerns

100% of Customer Portal Feedback responded to
within 3 days

BCHGs records and responds to formal feedback
received

Tracking agenda in place at all panel meetings to
ensure

BCHG will detail how it changes because of customer
complaints

100% of customer complaints will feature this
response

BCHG respects the voice of customers and acts upon
it

BCHG is a learning and developing organisation
influenced through customer feedback
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www.bchg.co.uk
134 High Street,
Blackheath,
West Midlands,
B65 0EE

